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the month in the channel
Hampshire-based datacentre operator
Redstation will be the first in the UK
to offer its customers data speeds of
up to 100Gbps via a new high capacity network from Virgin Media Business. The high capacity wavelength
service will be rolled out at two
datacentres in Gosport over the next
six months, extending the company’s
core network and differentiating itself from the competition as the first
company to sign up for the service.

Computacenter’s £75m pay out
Computacenter has announced plans
to share £75m with shareholders after
assuring investors it could make the
payment and still have the funds to
continuing investing in growth. It is
proposing to make a one-off return to
shareholders of 48.7p a share which
totals £75m, around 10% of its current market capitalisation and will
ask shareholders for the green light
on the plan at an extraordinary general meeting next month.

NetApp swings axe on 900 staff

Omers private equity buys Civica
Civica has been sold by 3i for £390m
to Omers private equity with the public sector channel player being given
an indication that it will be given the
funds to make acquisitions.
The sale has been expected for a
while as reports emerged in March
that a disposal was likely given the
plans by 3i to drive its £1.2bn debt to
under £1bn by June. The investment
house picked up the public sector
specialist for £237m back in 2008.

NHS records investment could
spur infrastructure spend
The governments plans to plough
£260m into improving electronic
patient records could spell an opportunity for resellers to help the NHS
improve its computing infrastructure.
With GPs and doctors having to use
more technology as part of their daily
provision of healthcare the pressure is
mounting on clinicians to make sure
they can use IT more efficiently.
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Azlan has launched its first cloud
services portfolio, TD Cloud Services,
and a new partner aggregation and
cloud billing platform, StreamOne,
as it targets more channel business in
the cloud. The initial offering brings
together infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS) from Rackspace; hosted MS Office 365 from LuxCloud; cloud backup from EMC’s Mozy; and hosted
video services from Videxio.

NetApp is taking the axe to its workforce to trim costs with 900 jobs in the
firing line as the storage specialist reported a patchy fourth quarter with
revenues and income down year-on-year.
The decision to cut 900 jobs from the worldwide workforce will cost the firm
around $60m, a figure that includes some other restructuring charges, and
comes after revenues for the fiscal year came in flat at $6.332bn and net
income dropped to $505m from $605m a year before.
For the vendor’s fourth quarter, ended 26 April, product revenues were
down by 2% on last year leaving the growth to come from the software
entitlements and maintenance and services side of the business.
Tom Georgens, president and CEO of NetApp, said that the firm was seeing
some benefits from the market shift towards private cloud and it was already
providing the storage infrastructure to support customers.
He also pointed out that the demand for flash storage continued to rise and
the fourth quarter saw the strongest sales so far of its cache and pool
products: “Since the introduction of our flash program, NetApp has shipped 44
petabytes of flash and accelerated over 4 exabytes of hard disk.”
The channel also continues to deliver for the vendor with Georgens highlighting the performance of resellers and distributors in the fourth quarter and
added that it was continuing to add partners.
“Our indirect and OEM business represented 81% of Q4 revenue, up 6%
sequentially. Together, Arrow and Avnet grew 19% from Q3, contributing a
record 37% of total revenue,” he said.

Suppliers line up for G-Cloud III
A number of channel outfits including
MSPs Advanced 365, Imerja, Phoenix
IT Group, and infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) provider Databarracks have
been named to the latest phase III of
the government’s G-Cloud framework.
The newest iteration of the framework
has been designed to further promote
the adoption of cloud computing in
the public sector, and ties in with the
recent launch of Cloud First, a mandate
that makes it compulsory for central
government ICT procurement departments to fully evaluate cloud solutions
before considering going on-premise.

Azlan shows off cloud services
portfolio, billing, white label options

Dell appoints new UK head to
drive services transformation
As Dell attempts to reinvent itself the
company has a new UK head, Tim
Griffin, who aims to deliver a singlecountry focus. Dell, like many of its
rivals, is suffering from the demise of
the PC industry. In its latest financial
results, profits in the company’s enduser computing business shrank from
representing 61% of overall profits in
the 2012 May quarter, to just 31% for
the same period in 2013.
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Redstation datacentres to deploy
Virgin 100Gbps network

Oracle wants “symbiotic” services
ecosystem
Oracle’s channel management have been speaking of the firm’s desire to
create and promote “symbiotic” alliances among its channel partners, and
reach out to smaller boutique services houses that may not have considered
selling its technology before.
Speaking to MicroScope Dave Tweddle, Oracle UK head of alliance and
channel detailed some of the steps the firm has been taking around the various
segments of its still growing technology stack, including refinements to its
server lines, development of more app-based software, moves around BI and
big data and, of course, the cloud.
With the mantra “red underneath, not red on top” at the front of his mind,
Tweddle said he wanted to seek out smaller cloud service delivery partners for
the next phase of a revitalised drive into the channel, which kicked off last year.
“I now have a huge strategy to start talking to service delivery partners who
we can complement and work with,” he explained.
“For want of a better term these are boutique resellers who are not necessarily selling a product, they’re selling a vision, then the services to make that
happen. I want them to be recommending Oracle,” said Tweddle, who added
the channel would see a “maniacal” focus on both software-as-a-service and
cloud from the vendor.
A large part of this strategy will revolve around building more symbiotic
relationships within Oracle’s channel, according to Tweddle, with a push to
encourage new boutique partners to link up with its volume channel.

Northamber warns turnaround
will take time
The turnaround in the market is
going to take time according to Northamber, which has issued a fairly
bleak trading update indicating that
turnover in the nine months to the
end of March dropped by 20%.
The distributor is always straight
talking in its trading updates and this
latest one is no different with the
channel player talking about it taking
time to transition the business from a
high volume and low margin position to the opposite situation.

HP channel changes will take
time to show rewards
Changes HP has made to its channel
programmes, with improvements to
the tools available to help with quotes
and the speed of response the vendor
gives partners over pricing, will not
show their impact until later this year.
The changes were unveiled at the vendor’s partner conference in February
and came into effect at the start of this
month, but HP’s CEO Meg Whitman
admitted that it would not be until
the next fiscal year that the benefits of
those moves would really be seen

Competitor’s demise helps Dixons
The demise of Comet helped Dixons
deliver some of its strongest numbers
for years as the electrical retailer
enjoyed a decent performance by its
core business in the UK. The retailer
continues to be hampered by problems at its Pixmania operation, with
the last year seeing major restructuring and moves to exit half the countries the e-commerce operation had
been running in.
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Billy Macinnes opinion

Awards show there’s A technology disaster
plenty to be proud of waiting to happen

If there was ever any doubt about the
need to deliver excellence getting
through to the channel then let me, as
a judge, dispel that myth completely
vendor if they were a distie, these submissions revealed just how professional and committed the
channel at all levels is to providing the best for their
customers.
Time and time again the channel was instrumental
in a major project and with helping their customers
achieve efficiencies, savings and providing the infrastructure and technology that will help them grow.
The days when people would crow about the
channel being on its last legs and running out of
steam have not quite gone with comments about
box shifters still being thrown around at conferences
and industry events.
But on the evidence of the entries to the ACEs
there are plenty of reasons to be optimistic about the
future. If there was ever any doubt about the need to
deliver excellence getting through to the channel
then let me, as a judge, dispel that myth completely.
Well done to the winners and all those that were
shortlisted. You should all be proud of your achievements and act as an inspiration to your peers. ■
If you would like details of forthcoming themes
running in the MicroScope ezine, wish to share your
reaction to this one, or make any other contribution,
email squicke@techtarget.com.
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I

was pleased to see a good news
story on the MicroScope website
last week. By that, I don’t mean a
good news story because obviously there are plenty of those. No, what
I mean is a story that has some good
news (there are fewer of those).
So, anyway, the story reported that
the hard disk drive (HDD) market has
returned to normality, finally, after
the floods in Thailand in the summer
of 2011. It just goes to show how reliant the HDD manufacturers had become on Thailand that the market
should be disrupted for so long.
No wonder then that Jerry Kagele,
senior vice-president for worldwide
sales at HGST, revealed he had
learned from the floods to ensure
component manufacturing was
spread across different plants rather
than consolidated in a single location. It’s a lesson well learned.
In June last year, engineer, scientist
and futurologist Peter Cochrane, wrote
an article for TechRepublic headlined
“Tech manufacturing: A disaster waiting to happen” which argued the concentration of technology manufacturing in a single region, south-east Asia,
has created a brittle supply chain and
left the industry vulnerable to manmade and natural disasters.
Cochrane argues the fact that 10
dominant contract manufacturers
producing PCs, laptops, tablets and
smartphones are concentrated in
south-east Asia demonstrates that
economic theory and practice is not
working and needs to be reformed.
“Making judgement calls using simplistic models of supply, demand,

price and profit is far too crude a
starting point,” Cochrane says. “We
need to include resilience, survivability, sustainability, people and ecological impact in the equation.”
I recommend you look at the article for yourselves but it’s well worth
reading. What interests me even
more, in the context of the channel, is
the revelation from Kagele that although HGST took the decision not
to pass on price rises at the height of
the floods, some of its partners felt
they could increase prices.
“Lots of accounts did well last year
and margins were exceptional because of the floods,” he told MicroScope. The vendor has decided it
needs to have a better dialogue with
users to make the origin of pricing
decisions clearer: “We want to have a
stronger relationship downstream.”
Personally, I don’t blame him. From
the outside, it looks like partners exploited their position as the sales and
support arm for HGST to profiteer
from its HDDs by failing to let users
know the vendor hadn’t raised its
prices after the floods. No wonder
HGST wants to “have a stronger relationship downstream” with users.
You can only imagine the amount
of goodwill that HGST could have
won with users that was lost because
they were unaware it had held pricing despite the effects of the flood.
Quite how they will react when
they find out people sold them
product at a higher price than they
had to is not for me to speculate but
I doubt it’s going to be good news
for those suppliers. ■
wikicommons

I

f you have done something that you are proud of
then you want people to know about it and this
issue is dedicated to those that have stood out
from the crowd by delivering excellent service,
solutions and support to their customers.
The awards issue always provides a chance to say
“well done” to those that have got the backing of
their peers over the weeks of voting, after having got
through the judging process to a shortlist. But it
hopefully is not just about those that have won but
about the inspiration they can provide.
To win an ACE entrants had to send a submission
that provided the reasons why they should be chosen as the winner. These documents, often running
right up to the 1,500 word limit, provided heartening
reading for anyone who cares about the channel.
Littered with customer references, good words
from distribution if they were a reseller or from the

Rojana Industrial Park, Thailand in October 2011
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You call this service?
Thinkstock

W

hat’s the difference
between a value-added
reseller (VAR) and a service provider anyway?
Resellers who just sell products are
not long for this world, we’re told.
They’re doomed because the margins
on products are minimal and people
want service. So resellers need to
change culture.
So when is a service a service?
What is a service culture? I can’t find
a definition anywhere. If there’s one
on the internet, they obviously have
not tagged it very well.
So if a reseller wants to stop whatever it is they do and become more
like a service provider, whatever it is
they do, what habits should they
change? Any ideas?
To get the ball rolling, here’s some
amateur suggestions.
In my opinion, nobody can call
themselves a service provider if:

n They take longer than 10 seconds
to answer the phone
n The person who answers the
phone hasn’t got a clue who you are.
Or what you do.
n They make you explain yourself,
all over again, to every person you
speak to as you’re passed around the
entire building
n Nobody can explain what their
company does, in terms that a layman
will understand. (“We provide IT solutions” means nothing. Taken literally, it means you dissolve computers
in water. Which is a bit odd).
Any company that makes you talk to
their call centre is not a service, I’d
say. Call centres are the automated
equivalent of saying “talk to the
hand”. I can’t think of call centres
without thinking of an ugly domestic
argument on the Jerry Springer show.
Many IT experts aren’t very good at
dealing with the public. I remember
asking a man at a trade show a question he obviously didn’t rate. First, he
had a Kevin the Teenager-style huff.
Then, when he thought I couldn’t see
him through the smoked glass, he
made some very derogatory hand
gestures at me from the safety of his
booth. They may be a UK company,
but there’s no way I’m ever buying
their software.
It would be interesting to hear what
the opinion formers think about this.
How do distributors see the main cultural differences between a company
that flogs boxes and then tells people
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

to ‘talk to the call centre’ and companies that are at your service?
Neil Gardner, professional services
development and operations manager at Computerlinks says: “While it’s
essential for resellers to deliver high
level of service, it doesn’t necessarily
have to be them that fulfils this.”
Ah, so you can outsource the service bit. That’s a relief as it’s quite labour intensive. Most resellers are
made up of salesmen and techies.
Salesmen are the world’s worst –
WHAT’S YOUR BUDGET – listeners.
And many techies can be impatient if
you are not on their level of knowledge. But if you are a AR, these are
going to be your service providers.
“Outsourcing to support and technical specialists can be a way for resellers to meet the high standards of
service their customers expect without having to resource it themselves,”
says Gardner.

Few resellers are equipped to provide round-the-clock technical support themselves, especially if their
expertise is in consultancy or solutions selling, he says.
Ha! That’s an understatement.
Gardner prefers his own definition
of the five key elements to look for in
a true service provider:
n Data security – providers have
to offer a secure infrastructure for
service delivery and administration,
backed up with contracts
n Uptime guarantees – any downtime to a business is costly, uptime
guarantees and payment penalties
should be part of any contract
n Service Level Agreements (SLA)
– does the SLA meet the business’s
needs and fit with the way the enduser company works?
n Channel partner support – if a
third party delivers the service for

Call centres are the automated
equivalent of saying ‘talk to the hand’. I
can’t think of call centres without
thinking of an ugly domestic argument
on the Jerry Springer show.

a reseller, what additional services,
consultancy or support does the provider offer to make operations easier
or increase the value of the service?
n Data storage – does the provider
comply with SAS70 and ISO27001
and what requirements does the client have for data sovereignty?
These are perhaps Gardner’s top five,
but any service provider should also
demonstrate it can provide credentials to support its skills and knowledge, he says.
Other must-haves are a track record such as customer testimonials,
clear reporting and administration, as
well as regular service reviews to ensure SLAs are being met to help identify improvements for the future.
Finally, Gardner clears up some
confusion about call centres.
“Not all call centres all equal.
There is a big difference between a
call centre that just provides telephone support and a fully-qualified
and accredited network operations
centre,” he says. “A company can
flog boxes and pass on the baton
when it comes to support, but only
if customers are left in a capable
pair of hands.”
So there’s the difference between
a service provider and a box shifter.
It’s capable hands versus talk to the
hand.
Which are you? ■
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business awards

What’s in an
award win?
Billy MacInnes weighs up
the pros and cons of industry
awards and assesses their
potential business value

F

or many of us, there is some
consolation in the fact we
will never win an Oscar. It
is not that we don’t want to
win one (go on, admit it, you’d love
it), it is just that we don’t want have
to make the speech afterwards. Let’s
be honest, there have been some real
car crash speeches over the years;
speeches that have demonstrated all
too clearly that actors can be very
good with other people’s lines, but
awful with their own.
The IT industry isn’t an awardsfree zone by any stretch of the imagination. In fact, there are a lot of them
about. But whereas it’s easy to see
the value of an Oscar – with a winner (no matter how bad the speech)
usually getting a big boost in terms
of cachet, box office and dollar value
(when it comes to contracts) – the
value of IT awards can be more
difficult to measure.
What better way to find out
whether winning an IT award is
worth the time and effort required
to enter than by asking people
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who have been there and made the
winning speeches?
Jason D’Cruz, marketing manager
at VIP Computers, accepts that
most business awards lack the glamour of the Oscars, but as far as he’s
concerned “being nominated or
even winning an award can be
instrumental for a distributor such
as VIP, and the same goes for our
reseller partners”.
Entry requires effort
Of course, to get to the nomination
stage, you have to enter (unless

you’re chosen). And the entry process can be potentially arduous or
time-consuming.
“Preparing an award entry requires
a wholehearted approach and a tremendous amount of work,” D’Cruz
admits. “In the first instance, you
should set out a clear strategy for
winning the award, and be clear on
what’s required and who is managing
each component.”
It is important to have a good
understanding of the judging criteria
to “shape your entry and recognise
the parts that need extra emphasis.

“We can all tell everyone how good we
are, but there is nothing as powerful as
third-party endorsement – and that is
what awards represent”
Sukh Rayat, Avnet Technology Solutions UK

Be sure to meet the judging criteria
as clearly as possible and stick to
the point”.
“Entering awards is no small task,”
agrees Sally Barton, marketing director at ComputerLinks. “Conducting
the research needed to formulate a
compelling case can be a lengthy process, especially if endorsements are
needed. It does require time and
effort, but on the whole the resulting
benefits balance this out.”
Paul Sweeney, managing director
of ANS Group, which has won a few
awards in its time, puts a positive
spin on the entry process. “Behind
the scenes, award wins are great for
the team because they are a testament
to a strong collective performance.
Composing entries facilitates collaboration and provides a chance to
reflect on accomplishments – and a
win is a welcome acknowledgement
of hard work,” he says.
Celebrating success
For some companies, the value of
awards is reflected in the fact that
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“However good your sales and
marketing messages, nothing beats a
customer or industry endorsement”
Sally Barton, Computerlinks
award is a significant benefit. “Using
award logos on the website and corporate presentations adds further
credibility to a company’s offering,”
she says.
“Although at ComputerLinks,we
are confident in our approach and
the quality of service we offer our
channel partners, it always helps to
have further industry accolades and
accreditations. At the end of the day,
however good your sales and marketing messages, nothing beats a
customer or industry endorsement.
We get a great response from the PR
generated around an award win, and
it does come up in conversation if
we have won several in a short
amount of time.”
Gerry Carroll, head of marketing
at Logicalis UK, says that beyond the
awards ceremonies, which can be
great fun, and the silverware that

looks great in the office foyer, in
many cases it can be the wider promotional activity that provides the
real value.
“Awards are no exception to the
saying, ‘the more you put in, the
more you get out’,” he says.
“Whether it be something as simple
as an award logo on an email signature, or the ability to quote the accolade within publicity materials or
new business pitch presentations, the
right award is definitely an asset
worth shouting about from a marketing point of view.”
Sukh Rayat, senior vice-president,
north region and computer components and integrated solutions, at
Avnet Technology Solutions UK, says
awards can also help strengthen a
company’s profile with its partners or
customers. “Avnet business partners
want to work with the best. The abil-

ity to show their customers that they
have the support of the ‘distributor
of the year’ in a number of different
categories or from a selection of vendors is an ideal recommendation
and provides confidence to do
business,” he says.
Sweeney at ANS Group agrees that
awards and certifications can help
build presence. “UK and European
markets appreciate and place heavy
recognition on the certifications like
ISO and also awards which are a further independent stamp of authority,” he says. “It is vital to build our
presence with internationally recognised awards and certifications to
build our brand awareness.”
Sweeney adds that winning an
award is “essential for highlighting to
customers that our accomplishments
have been recognised and rewarded,
imparting confidence in our abilities
and overall contribution to development and progress in the industry.
Awards also afford opportunities for
businesses of all sizes and specialties
to gain industry-wide recognition”.
Award value
Of course, how valuable an award
is depends on how well the award
itself is perceived. “It would be a
mistake to think that all awards are
creatas/thinkstock

they make it part of their marketing
strategy. Jim Lehane, sales director at
Espion, says that is definitely true for
his business.
“Entering awards is an important
part of our marketing strategy,” he
says. “We dedicate time and effort to
the task because winning awards is a
significant endorsement and
acknowledgment of the hard work all
of Espion’s consultants have contributed to our success.”
For Espion, the strategy is to target
opportunities that reflect various
aspects of the business and that are
globally recognised, such as the
Deloitte Technology Fast 50 and
Deloitte Best Managed awards.
Lehane says the Best Managed award
helps demonstrate that Espion
“strives for excellence in business
management and performance”
while the Technology Fast 50 highlights the company’s “business
growth, technological innovation and
entrepreneurial spirit”.
He adds that awards “are an opportunity to generate positive news with
our valued clients and we leverage
our wins and shortlists on our website, marketing collateral and new
business presentations”.
Barton is another who believes the
marketing potential from winning an
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equal. The industry knows this,
and so do customers,” says Catherine Nottage, head of marketing at
Portal, winner of the IBM business
partner of the year award in 2012.
She makes the point that Portal had
not even applied for the award. “We
weren’t even aware that we were
in the running. So, from our point
of view, that felt like a real achievement,” she says.
Rayat at Avnet accepts that there
are many different types of awards
within the channel, but makes the
distinction that “to win one of the
prestigious awards it is worth every
moment of effort to achieve recognition from peers, suppliers and business partners. We can all tell everyone how good we are, but there is
nothing as powerful as third-party
endorsement – and that is what
awards represent”.
For Barton at ComputerLinks,
there is also potentially extra credibility if the award is chosen through
a voting process because “it’s always
great to see that our resellers are

“Award wins are
undoubtedly
valuable – they say,
‘Don’t just take our
word for it’”
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Paul Sweeney, ANS Group
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willing to take time out of their days
to support us”.
The effect on staff in the organisation is also something many winners talk about. “Staff like to be part
of a winning team, so awards can be
great for an internal feel-good factor,
and for recruitment,” says Portal’s
Nottage.
Lehane echoes this view, describing awards as “a good vehicle to
attract and retain talent”.
Barton believes that being shortlisted or winning an award “has a
great effect on staff morale. We are
proud of our team and it’s great for
them to know that the hard work
they put in every day is appreciated
by us and the wider channel community. If we win anything, the news
will be communicated throughout
the whole company so everyone feels
part of what ComputerLinks has
achieved”.
That’s something Carroll at Logicalis UK recognises too. “A big part
of the culture at Logicalis is a commitment to growing the business
through continued investment in
our biggest asset – our people. So
there is internal value too. Although
it’s important to receive the recognition you deserve from your colleagues, for our employees’ hard
work and expertise to be recognised
by an independent body outside of
the organisation is a great thing in
terms of morale,” he says.
Business benefits
Of course, the 64 million euro question is whether awards actually
deliver anything concrete in business terms. Rayat at Avnet
believes awards can
deliver great value,
but only if the
reality lives
up to the
award.

“The right award is definitely an
asset worth shouting about from a
marketing point of view”
Gerry Carroll, Logicalis UK
“Consistently high levels of
customer service and only the best
technology solutions is what
customers really want,” he says.
Nevertheless, he is firmly in the
believers’ camp: “Awards are a
badge of honour and should be worn
with pride, supported by excellent
customer service and the best
technology solutions.”
As is Sweeney at ANS. “Awards
set the bar for excellence in the
industry, and we want to show that
we continuously meet – and surpass
– that bar,” he says. “Award wins are
undoubtedly valuable – they say,
‘Don’t just take our word for it’.”
D’Cruz has no doubts at all. “Over
the years, we have won a number of
business awards which have benefited in increased sales, widespread
credibility, extra valuable exposure
within the business community and
the media, as well as boosting
employee motivation,” he claims.
“Even if you don’t win, simply participating could open doors you
didn’t even know existed, like bringing on board new vendors.”
Carroll believes the right recognition from strategic vendor partners or
an independent third party is always
worth it, especially when the channel
is such a competitive environment.
“Although industry awards are
numerous, with varying degrees of
prestige, an association with excellence and credible proof of your
expertise does have the power to
affirm your reputation within the
market. Awards from our vendor
partners are particularly well
received,” he says.
Logicalis partners with “some
great global vendors” and works
hard to deliver results for, and with,
these partners for mutual benefit to
our customers, says Carroll. “So
winning an award that showcases
this partner commitment and joint
successes is really valuable, and
when speaking to customers about
integration services with key vendor
partners, recognition of this kind is
well received,” he says.
Keep up the good work
On the all-important question of
whether awards mean anything to
customers, Nottage says: “Do customers care? Well, that’s a perennial

question. Some are more interested
than others – you can’t generalise
about these things.”
Will an award win you business?
That’s another question she confronts. “Has an award ever closed a
deal? No, in all likelihood it hasn’t,”
Nottage admits. “But it might have
put a helpful spring in the step of the
salesperson who was about to make a
presentation. It could even give a prospective customer reassurance that
they are dealing with an established
and reputable business.”
But any channel business finding
itself in the position of winning an
award should take care not to get too
carried away – or, as it’s known in
Oscar parlance, doing a Sally Fields
or Gwyneth Paltrow. Whatever value
they do have, it is important to
understand that awards are only a
recognition of performance not a
guarantor of it. No one should think
they can afford to rest on their
laurels just because they’ve won
an award.
“Having a sense of perspective
can get you a long way in business,
and that’s as relevant where awards
are concerned as it is for many other
things,” warns Nottage. “They’re
great to have, and the awards ceremonies can be lots of fun, as well as
good for networking. But the desire
to win awards should never get in
the way of your commitment to your
customers.” ■

more online
› UK government website wins
global design award
› Computer Weekly European User
Awards for Security: Winners
› Computer Weekly European User
Awards for Networking: Winners
› See who won at the 2013 FDM
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› Cisco’s BIG Awards 2013 opens
for entries
› VMworld Europe 2012 User
Awards Winners
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Demand
more!
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M

ost resellers want to
stand out from the
crowd. Awards, accreditations and coverage in
the local paper can all help, but as
MicroScope celebrates the winners
of the ACEs, it occurred to us that the
great and good might be able to offer
some valuable advice to those hoping
to be remembered by customers and
peers alike.

Sukh Rayat, senior vicepresident, Avnet Technology
Solutions UK
Industry awards and accreditations are important when it comes
to distinguishing yourself from the
competition. There is nothing more
powerful than third-party endorsement, particularly from peers.
Who wouldn’t want to be “Footballer of the Year” or an Oscar winner?
However, to really stand out from the
crowd, an organisation needs to prove
its commitment to customer service,
day in, day out, with the right skills,
services and technology.
Building a strong, credible supply
chain helps resellers stay at the top of
their game. Working with the right
distribution partner means that organisations can be confident they
have access to additional technical
skills and financial and logistical
support when they need it.
Chris James, EMEA marketing
director at Virtual Instruments
It is all a matter of knowing the customer and keeping up to date with
new technologies. There are many
new products, which can have services wrapped around them, that
benefit users.
If a reseller already has a purchasing agreement in place, it is not necessary to stick to the mainstream
products from the large vendors – it
is an opportunity to be a little braver
with the specification of an offer
and include money-saving and
performance-enhancing products
from upcoming vendors in the mix.
You can see when a company is
going to struggle; the tell-tale signs
show that it has started worrying
about self-image, rather than its cutomers. This is a bit like asking, Are
customers more impressed by a new
expensive watch that their reseller is

“There is nothing more powerful
than third-party endorsement,
particularly from peers”
Sukh Rayat, Avnet
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

Stand
out from
the reseller
crowd
Amro Gebreel garners advice
from channel figures about what
resellers can do to differentiate
their products and services in a
highly competitive field
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wearing or by the fact that the reseller
can save some of their tight IT budget
with an innovative solution?
If a reseller thinks it is the
expensive watch, that reseller needs
to work hard on refocusing on its
customers.
The same thinking applies to
awards – they are nice to have, but
many are mainly show rather than
substance.
The best and most credible use of
awards is to promote a great project
or solution. Stay up to date with new
technologies that can save on budget
and improve performance. Innovation, backed up by solid delivery and

“Customers want
personal and
engaging
experiences every
time, through
every channel”

istockphoto/thinkstock

Jonathan Gale,
NewVoiceMedia

support, will be noticed. Use the
resulting solution as a reference and
submit it to the awards bodies to
help keep a happy relationship with
the customer.
Jonathan Gale, CEO,
NewVoiceMedia
We launched research recently that
found UK businesses are losing
£12bn each year through poor
customer service. This is not a loss
to the economy, but to a business’s
competition, and over time, we
would expect that money to gravitate
to the companies that offer the best
customer service.
Customers want personal and engaging experiences every time,
through every channel; from the
steps they take to interact with a
company, to the agents they deal
with. Organisations cannot continue
to let business slip away. Listening to
the needs of their customers is the
first step. The second is actively
doing something about it.
Betsy Doughty, director of
channel development,
Spectra Logic
Flexible solution selling is the biggest
differentiator we see. Flexibility is
great – if the customer is price shopping for what they know they need.
Pre-canned solutions are great – if

Greg Howett, CEO, jetNEXUS
“Resellers
always need
to think how
to make their
bid different”
Greg Howett,
jetNEXUS

Word of mouth and great references are
always important. Resellers should not get
lazy and rest on their laurels; they always
need to think how to make their bid different.
Quite often, resellers are competing against
each other on price and value-add, as the
solution has pretty much been laid out by the
customer.
One way that resellers can differentiate is
by not always using the same old vendors.
This doesn’t mean trying to sell customers
something they don’t want, but rather
offering them a solution with all the functionality they require, but at a fraction of the cost.

they work for the customer as is.
However, being able to ask questions,
listen to the customer and create a
custom solution is key.
By being up to speed on the latest
emerging technologies, having
hands-on experience with those technologies, and being able to be the
trusted advisor to the user on how
best and in what timeframes new
technology adoption is appropriate.
Being the trusted advisor on
which technology options will really help solve a specific user issue,
and advising against the ones that
would add complexity or cost with

“Innovation, backed up by
solid delivery and support,
will be noticed”
Chris James, Virtual Instruments

limited end user benefit. In my opinion, it is not an either-or scenario.
Awards and accreditations get you
in the door. References keep you in
the deal. Accreditations for the technical team are great.
Having engineers that are certified
with the vendor’s products they recommend are the ones that hear about
the latest technology advances, have
used all the options, and have firsthand, hands-on experience with the
technology. Users love to be serviced
by accredited/certified engineers. Resellers that create a personal relationship with their users and truly understand the problems the user needs to
solve are always the most successful.
Finding the right technology to
solve those issues and presenting
them to the user, versus just fulfilling
what the user asks for, always makes
a reseller stand out from the crowd.
In terms of trusted advisors versus fulfilment VARs, the trusted
advisor always stands out in customer preference.
Graham James, director of
sales and marketing,
incentive house AYMTM
A key factor is the level of engagement reseller staff have with the
vendor – how well they know the

“Being able to
ask questions,
listen to the
customer and
create a custom
solution is key”
Betsy Doughty,
Spectra Logic
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk
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Steven Armstrong, international channel manager, Xirrus
Differentiation is critical across all aspects of a reseller’s business. Standing
out from the crowd is very tricky in a hugely competitive and very diverse
market space. Great resellers are often the ones creating markets and driving
the latest trends to their clients in advance of the technology becoming banal.
The value in “value-added” has to truly enhance the worth of the products they
resell by including complementary products and services.
There has been a real shift in the reseller community over the past 10 years
towards a service-led model; utilising professional service specialists and
technical consultants to create more value in their offerings. In tandem with the
“solution selling”, this has created a number of niche specialisms – be it
information assurance, business intelligence, networking, cloud or any

Focus
Look at the areas in which you have skills and develop those in tandem with
strengthening your communication to your clients.

“The value in ‘value-added’ has to
enhance the worth of the products
resellers sell by including complementary
products and services”

Embrace vendors
Forging close relationships with vendors goes a long way to improving the
value a reseller can offer around their vendor products.

Steven Armstrong, Xirrus
number of other specific areas. The key is for the resellers to continually
develop their proposition to stay ahead of the curve in their specialist area.
There are roughly two types of reseller – the “farmers” and the “hunters”.
The latter, spear in hand, pursue fresh opportunities and drive value to their
vendors by discovering that all-important net new business and thus offering
real value creation and true focus. This is a key proposition that vendors find
hugely interesting and covet immensely.
Conversely, the farmers have generally migrated from the hunter and have
entrenched themselves in the reseller community over many years. They
primarily sell to end clients that utilise them for process and/or logistics
simplicity or breadth of offerings – this is their value to the users, and is a very
significant service that should not be under-estimated.
The farmers are also of great interest to the vendor community once a
product or solution becomes vanilla to the market. The farmer has many fields
in which to sow the vendor’s products and, as such, offers a wide and diverse
client base that perhaps is out of scope of the hunter.
There are a number of things they can do to stand out.

products and how to fit them into
total solution packages.
Engagement doesn’t just happen
though. The vendor needs to reach
out and initiate a dialogue with the reseller, equip them with the tools they
need be a valuable partner, and motivate them to take an active role. Not
just with on-the-spot incentives, such

“Get a reputation
as a business
that is looking
forward on the
customer’s behalf”
Barrie Desmond,
Exclusive Networks

as vouchers, merchandise and holidays, but through a long-term communication strategy – creating unique
selling points, sales that make sense,
product information, knowledge quizzes/feedback surveys, upcoming developments, communication and reward – then being able to measure the
impact of activity, what resellers respond to best and why this activity
creates a noticeable improvement.
Barrie Desmond, director
of marketing and global
accounts, Exclusive
Networks Group
Awards and accreditation are certainly important as they can validate
a reseller’s claims on quality and service, but while validation may help
in some way to secure business, it
does not actually generate business.
A nice buzz inside the team, and a
pretty plaque on the wall, is a means
to an end, not the end itself.

Become a thought leader
Understand and nurture the emerging technology trends and become the
trusted advisor on new technology to clients. Not taking a more holistic look at
future trends can mean resellers are left behind when technology changes
– virtualisation was an absolute case in point. Many resellers were late to the
opportunity while others had already embraced the concepts and become
leaders in the field.

Differentiate
This comes from offering something unique. Selling just the same piece of tin
as the next reseller no longer cuts the mustard.
Vertical knowledge
This is vital to offer clients the solutions and services that suit their needs.
Being a specialist in information assurance in government does not necessarily translate to a reseller having the skills to support information assurance
needs in the finance sector for example.
Be disruptive
Conformity to the norms is a safe place to be. Taking a fresh approach to
problem solving, client engagement and solution delivery always makes a
reseller stand out. Being disruptive can be risky, so it must be handled
carefully and with maturity.
Socialise their expertise
Resellers should use social media, blogging and the web to shout loudly
about how great they are. This requires a strong social media and web
strategy that takes time and investment to deliver and reap the rewards.
Strategic versus tactical
Getting the balance right between long-term strategic goals needs to be
moderated with tactical engagement, both with users and the vendor
community.

“A key factor is the level of engagement
resellers have with the vendor – how
well they know the products and how
to fit them into total solution packages”
Graham James, AYMTM

Word of mouth is far more
valuable. But what’s to stop the
mouth being that of the reseller? The
best resellers will be those that have
the best knowledge and experience,
as well as service. So take that
knowledge and experience to the
marketplace.
My advice is to do the thinking for
the marketplace, and get a reputation
as a business that is looking forward
on the customer’s behalf. ■

more online
› Reseller specialisms are in vogue
› The easy way to (re)sell cloud
› Gaining a competitive edge
through customer service
› Stimulating demand in
challenging times
›P
 artners evolve to become cloud
services resellers and MSPs
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ACEs awards

Top of the class

T

he waiting is over and the winners of the MicroScope ACEs can finally
be revealed. This year saw an incredibly high standard of entries with
the judges commenting on the inspiring stories of the channel’s involvement in numerous projects up and down the country.
Everyone who got to the shortlist stage should be proud of themselves because they
have got through a judging process that whittled away some of their peers and then
got the chance to have a public vote from the channel.
The votes, and thousands were cast, have produced the following list of winners and to each and every one of them well done and bask in the glory of your
achievement winning a MicroScope Award for Channel Excellence.

Reseller Categories

Technology Categories

Reseller of the year:
Bytes Software Services
Capital Support
Prodec Networks
Shift F7 Group

Cloud computing:
AVG
Eze Castle Integration
Liason Technologies
Signify

Vertical market reseller of the
year:
Bytes Software Services
Capital Support
Eze Castle Integration
Imerja
Intrinsic Technology

Networking:
Advanced 365
Comms-care
Emulex Corporation
Enterasys Networks
Exinda
Ruckus Wireless
TP-LINK

Managed service provider of
the year:
Eze Castle Integration
Mirus IT Solutions
OryxAlign
Editor’s award – Innovative
reseller of the year:
Bytes Software Services

Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

Software:
Kaseya
Kemp Technologies
Nexenta Systems
Paessler AG
Storage:
Emulex Corporation
Nexenta Systems
Symantex
Veeam

Security:
AVG Cloudcare
Check Point Software
Technologies
Glasswall Solutions
Symantex EndPoint Protection
Trend Micro
WatchGuard
Wave Systems

Distributor categories
Hardware:
Avnet Technology Solutions UK
Computer 2000
Micro-P
Scansource
Networking:
Avnet Technology Solutions UK
Cloud Distribution
Computer 2000 (Azlan)
Entatech UK
Ingram Micro UK
Micro- P

Security:
Avnet Technology Solutions UK
EntatechUK
Exclusive Networks UK
e92plus
Infinigate UK
Wick Hill
Software:
Avnet Technology Solutions UK
Computer 2000
Entatech UK
Ingram Micro
intY
Storage:
Avnet Technology Solutions UK
Computer 2000
Hammer
Ingram Micro
Micro-P

Lifetime Achivement
Award (see next page):

Martin Hellawell, chairman of
Softcat
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A lifetime in the channel
Simon Quicke talks to Martin Hellawell, winner of the lifetime achievement
award at the MicroScope Awards for Channel Excellence

E

ver since the MicroScope
Awards for Channel Excellence started, there has
been a lifetime achievement award to recognise some of the
incredibly talented individuals that
have spent their working lives in the
channel.
Over the last few years there have
been winners from all levels of the
channel – resellers, distributors and
vendors – and this year the award goes
to someone that has many working
years left to go but has already made a
major impact at a reseller level.
Over the years, he has worked in
both the UK and on the continent
and his success has stemmed from
his value of colleagues and staff and
the passion he feels for an industry
he describes as a community he loves
being part of.
There can be few in the channel
who have not heard the name Martin
Hellawell and increasingly fewer
conversations where Softcat does not

Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

crop up as an example of a mid-market player that is a leading exponent
of what the channel can do well.
Just going to visit Hellawell at the
Softcat office in Moorgate, London,
involves walking past rows of young
staff busy on the phones and sampling the buzz of an office that is
based on rewarding and appreciating
the people that work for it.
For Hellawell, the decision to
enter the IT industry goes back to
his university years when he was
looking for a career that would provide him with the chance to quickly
make his mark.
It was an era when there were role
models that had shown how it could
be done, with both a young Bill Gates
and Steve Jobs starting to make
waves the other side of the Atlantic.
“I made a conscious decision to get
into the world of IT,” says Hellawell.
“I was ambitious and I wanted to get
on and it seemed to me that in IT
young people could get on quite

quickly and there were 26 year olds
who were leading the world at the
time. There was Bill Gates and Steve
Jobs and they weren’t that much
older. You looked round the traditional things like banks and insurance and you had to be 55 until you
really got to do anything. It was about
where could I get on quickly in a
vibrant industry.”
Even before he set out to get a job in
IT he had enjoyed a year working with
Alcatel as part of his university course,
which was a double honours of management studies and French. The
choice to study that language has had
quite an affect on Hellawell personally
and professionally as his career has
taken him over to the other side of the
English Channel on many occasions.
The first destination for a young
and hungry Hellawell was Miles 33,
where he was taken on board to help
with marketing but quickly started
flexing his muscles in sales and then
got a chance to show off his skills

ordering beer in a French bar after
being given responsibility for setting
up a subsidiary on the continent.
He might describe himself as rusty
these days but he lived in France for
around seven years and found his
style of speaking French with a British accent managed to make him
memorable for customers.
But with Apple moving into the
publishing market that Miles 33 operated in, he decided to look at what
else was happening on the PC scene
and from his Parisian location, managed to seek out ICG, the French joint
venture of Computacenter.
Peter Ogden, one of the original
founders of Computacenter, had
responsibility for the international
operations and spotted something in
Hellawell that led to him being
brought back to the UK to become the
group marketing director.
“I had a fantastic time. It was
around 1993 and they were really
good times in the computer industry.
June 2013 | 13
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Computacenter was flying and it was
great fun. Mike Norris was a great
leader and there was a really good
team and lots of talent there. They
gave me lots of free rein, so I picked
up the software licensing business
and it became like an incubation unit
The Sun business started there and
the IBM business and then grew out
into the main business,” he says.
The change in responsibility led to
a change in job title to corporate
development director, which coincided with plans to do more acquisitions and expand further internationally. Come 1997 and Hellawell found
himself flanking Mike Norris, the
CEO, as they went into a meeting
with the French management team.
Relationships were not at their best
and after a difficult session, the two
UK staff members popped out of the
room for a break. What happened
next would determine the next
period of Hellawell’s career.
“I went out of the room with Mike
and we had a little debriefing in a
quiet room during a break. I said to
Mike that the issues seemed serious
and that if he really wanted me to help
I would have to spend a lot of time out
here. He said that it would be difficult
because there was a lot that I had to do
back in London. We went back into
the room and he looked at me, he
didn’t say a word, then he said ‘I have
considered the situation and I have
just appointed Martin to be your new
managing director’.”
Becoming managing director of the
French organisation was a period that
Hellawell describes as “hard work
but a great time”, as he helped turn
the organisation from a €50m turnover to a €300m operation in just three
years and become the number one
Compaq reseller in France.
He returned to the UK after three
years because he had a daughter and
the commute he had been doing
working in France four days a week
wasn’t going to be sustainable once
his family started.
Returning in the dot.com era
Hellawell came back to Computacenter and helped at Biomni, the
channel players e-procurement

system specialist that had been spun
out at the height of the boom.
“The dot.com thing had cooled so
they sent me in as COO to help turn it
into a sustainable business,” he says
pointing out with pride that the business is still running today.
After 12 years with Computacenter
Hellawell started to think about life
outside the firm. But with the opportunity to acquire GE in the UK and
France, he spent three months working on that deal with its many meetings with numerous GE executives
and lawyers. “It was an interesting
deal because we ended up selling
them our German business and we
bought their UK and French businesses,” he says.
Stepping down
A spell running the Hatfield logistics
operation followed, but Hellawell was
still wondering what life could be like
outside Computacenter and he finally
decided to step out of the firm.
“I regretted that for two or three
years,” he says “I left on friendly
terms and I am still good friends with
lots of people and I still love the
organisation but there wasn’t a position at the time that I fancied.”
He was going to go and live in New
Zealand, his kids were pre-school
and so they could have gone for a
couple of years, but the move didn’t
come off and so he stayed in the UK
and ended up working at SCC.
“It was a really good company that
treated me really well but it just
wasn’t for me,” he says. “We had a
good deal where we said ‘let’s try it
for six months’ and we got to the end
of that and I said ‘it’s not going to
work’ and left on good terms and I
thought that was it. I thought I would
do some consultancy but never
thought I would get back into the
industry again full time,” he says.
There were moments he even
considered leaving the IT industry
altogether, but on closer inspection
the alternatives did not offer what
the channel could deliver: “The
IT industry is a great industry.
When I left Computacenter, I
thought that I would get out of the

“Four years ago, pretty much all of our
competitors in the mid-market saw the
recession and battened down the
hatches... We invested really heavily and
got aggressive in the right way – hardworking and focused – and it paid off”
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

The key to success
“There is no magic formula,” says Softcat chairman Martin Hellawell. But
there are things that you can do to make a reseller successful. At the heart of
making the business work is a passion for people, whether they be staff,
customers or suppliers.
“Leading by example, working bloody hard, being honest when there is a
problem but giving a pat on the back and being consistent and doing it for a
long time,” is his personal approach to leadership.
But Softcat also looks for fresh talent to join the business and to avoid
complacency creeping in: “The key is identifying bright young talent to join
you. We put so much effort into that because if you have the right ingredients
in the first place you have a chance of success.”

IT industry because there must be
other industries out in the world
but they were so boring and had
been the same for the last 10 years
and I liked the vibrancy of the IT
world where things are changing
every five minutes.”
Headhunted
One day a friend called and said
that a headhunter had approached
him about a job that, although
wasn’t right for him, would, in his
view, suit Hellawell, and from that
initial friendly suggestion the Softcat story began.
“They called me up about nine and
a half years ago. I went through the
interview process but I told them I
was not looking for a job but was
happy to talk. We got to the end of
the process and they offered me the
job and I turned it down. I was not
sure I wanted to get into something
full time. A month later they phoned
and said ‘we think you are making a
mistake’. They knew I was a consultant so they got in me in as a consultant and told me they thought I would
enjoy it and want to stay, which is
exactly what happened,” he says.
He identified areas he could add
value and make an impact at Softcat
and he started by helping the firm
work out where it was going.
“First thing we did was say we
don’t just want to be a software
licensing company we want to be a
full blown IT services and solutions
reseller,” Hellawell says.
There was also a focus on being a
“nice, friendly, fun company to deal
with that delivered good results at the
same time” making sure both staff and
customers were happy. Where that
philosophy came into its own was
when the bad times started to bite.
“Four years ago, pretty much all of
our competitors in the mid-market
saw the recession and battened down
the hatches. They stopped recruiting
and had an internal focus looking at
cost reduction. We had a good balance sheet and I remembered from
my Computacenter days that it was

during the recession of the early
1990s that it became the great company that it is, because it invested, so
I thought let’s invest and we went
hell for leather on recruiting and
training them up. We invested really
heavily and got aggressive in the right
way – hard-working and focused –
and it paid off in droves,” he recalls.
Staying relevant for the future
Those plans of leaving the industry
could not be further from his mind
and the last few years at Softcat have
reignited his passion for the channel:
“I still love this industry. When I was
20, I wanted to retire when I was 50.
After SCC, I thought I was in semiretirement early. But something has
happened over the last eight or nine
years and now I want to continue
forever. The things I really enjoy are
meeting people and making new
friends and contacts and I like seeing
businesses and people develop. I do
enjoy this industry and it’s not just
the work, it’s the community.”
Bringing in Colin Brown as managing director of Softcat last year was
an attempt to avoid the complacency
that Hellawell thinks is one of the
biggest dangers in the industry and
the firm tries to bring in new blood to
ensure things keep moving.
“I was very hands on and operational, so that has been a learning
curve to pick up the news skills of
adding value to Softcat but give the
managing director the business,” he
says. “Letting go of the operational
stuff and the running of the business
has been easier than I imagined, but
demonstrating my value when trying
not to get involved is pretty hard. I do
a lot of external stuff and working
with the vendors. That largely keeps
me out of trouble.”
That might provide a longer term
buzz than the excitement of being
there when the deals are struck but
with his passion for people and the
channel community, it is one to
which Hellawell is ideally suited
as he enters the next phase of his
channel career. ■
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case study
brand awareness

Use PR to get your business noticed
PC World Business combined public relations, sponsorship and social media to build its reputation as a business IT
brand. Simon Quicke identifies the lessons resellers can learn from the achievements of the Dixons-owned business

Public relations
Publications including Computer
Weekly, the Financial Times and The
Daily Telegraph Business Club were
identified as places where the target

audience sought information, so
efforts were made to associate PCWB,
in those publications, with thought
leadership around some of the main
technology trends that were concerning IT directors.
“There was a thought leadership
campaign to help IT managers who
were responsible for technology as
well as infrastructure, cloud computing and integration. It was important to speak their language,” says
van Raalte.
As well as generating coverage
based on internal expertise, the
other challenge was translating
external messages from vendors into
something that could be shared with
customers.
Other public relations efforts
included entering PCWB for awards
and producing case studies that
could be promoted to prospective
customers. Van Raalte also stresses
the importance of the local press.
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What’s new
for club
members
this week

Relax and unwind

One Business Club
will win the chance member
to get
away from the
stresses of
business life with
night midweek a threebreak
Champneys health at a
The stay, for two resort.
people, will
include a massage,
unlimited use of facial,
all facilities
and meals (excluding
drinks).
Just log on and
enter. Not a
member? Then
join today.
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PCWB was associated with
IT leadership features in
publications such as The
Daily Telegraph, The
Sunday Times and
Computer Weekly

Internet World event

With 150 hours
of free
seminars plus keynote
speeches from
companies
such as Google,
Channel 4,
AOL, BBC, John
Lewis, IKEA
and Sainsbury’
s, Internet
World, at London’s
Court (May 1-3), Earl’s
online marketing will look at
business internet and
activity.
Business Club members
can
get a 20pc discount
Brands Reignited for the
to just £236 + conference
Vat.
is only available This offer
until
via the club website. April 13
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Sponsorship
On the sponsorship front, PCWB was
advised to give its backing to The
Telegraph Business Club, which provided a platform to discuss IT issues
and give the reseller the opportunity
to have a technical expert on the
panel of advisors assembled by the
paper to provide advice to readers.
“It was not just about showing a
logo to showcase, but showing that
we speak the same language as businesses,” recalls van Raalte.
Getting a thought leadership message across is not always easy in a
sales-led organisation, but van Raalte
points out that once the board has
given its backing to a PR plan, it
becomes much easier to implement
that marketing strategy.

Top tips for promoting your brand
The experiences of PR agency Brazil, which handled the public relations for PC
World Business and Equanet for many years, have armed managing director
Joshua van Raalte with a few tips he can pass on to other channel players.
■ Thought leadership
Show that you can speak the same language as the target audience.
■ Use vendors in the right way
Harness vendor knowledge to bolster campaigns.
■ Highlight expertise
Promote technology experts to give advice to customers.
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inning awards, gaining specialist vendor
accreditations and
delivering the sort of
service that encourages positive
word of mouth recommendations
are all ways for a reseller to get
noticed. But there is also the option
of using public relations and bringing in experts to help promote the
company brand and values to a
much wider audience.
Although every reseller is different, there are some lessons that can
be learnt from those which have used
public relations (PR) techniques to
help bolster their profile, and specifically the approach that Dixons took
to promote its PC World Business
(PCWB) and Equanet businesses can
be used by others in the channel.
Joshua van Raalte, managing director of international communications
and digital agency Brazil, spearheaded the PR for PCWB and
Equanet for a decade, using numerous techniques to help get the firm in
front of its key audience of IT buyers.
There were broadly three strands
to the activity that Brazil carried out
– public relations, social media and
sponsorship – to help establish
PCWB as a business IT brand.
“We needed to change the perception of the brand, moving it from a
retail brand,” says van Raalte. The
question Brazil wrestled with at the
start was how to reach the decisionmakers, IT directors and procurement managers.

EXPERT VIEW
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Edge Awards

TO
16-PAGE GUIDERT-UPS
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The Edge Awards
organisations thatrecognise
practical learning provide
opportunities for
people. This year young
the awards
will give more than
to companies that £300,000
can prove
their training initiatives
make
a difference. For
information go more
to
telegraphbusinessclub
.co.uk.

Book of the week

The Google Power
looks at more than Tools Bible
50 Google
tools, such as advanced
web
searching, using
creating a weblogGmail,
Blogger, shopping with
Froogle, sharing with
photos with
Picasa and getting
of Google Maps. more out
Business
Club members
can
book for £13.19, buy this
discount on the a 34pc
rrp of £19.99.

Stay legal

Three signiﬁcant
legislation come pieces of
this year. April into effect
6:
and Families Act the Works
2006 covers
extended maternity
leave and
the right to ﬂexi-workin
g (see
opposite page).
July 1: the
smoking ban in
public places.
October 24: Data
Protection
Act: covers all manual
ﬁling
systems set up
before
October 24, 1998.
the club website Log on to
for details.

Talkback
Members shared
their opinions
on LTI, the London
black cab
manufacturer featured
on
this page last week,
moving
into China. “The
Chinese JV
will bring scale
and cost
reductions but
will
cost of innovation it be at the
equity?” says Davidand brand
Ashford,
of consultancy
Attevo.
Ken Smith, of procureme
nt
specialist Prosource
Europe,
said: “I think the
approach by
LTI is to be commende
d.” Add
your voice to the
Club debates via Business
Talk Back.

Work Wise

More businesses
wise’ with ﬂexible,are ‘working
mobile working remote and
for
productivity, greaterhigher
and better customer efﬁciency
The Business Club service.
and
BlackBerry are
recognising
these Work Wise
work wise, log on stars. If you
site and tell us to the club
how. The best
each month will
receive
BlackBerry smartphon a free
e.
*Textphone 1800108000
283 516.
Lines are open
8am
Monday to Friday to 10pm
Holidays). To help (excluding Public
us to continually
improve our service
interests of security, and in the
we may
monitor and/or
telephone calls record your
with us.

www.blackberry.co.uk
www.hsbc.co.uk/busi
ness
0800 7312979*

In association with

Social media
The final piece of the jigsaw is
around social media, which is seen
by many as a “must-do” but comes
with a warning that it needs to be
part of a wider strategy if it is to make
the right impact.
Most business people use
LinkedIn, so one of the approaches
that can be used is to follow that
example and build a network of
IT managers to share information,
discuss trends and be a barometer of
just what issues are worrying those
at the coalface.
Having worked until recently on
the Equanet account, van Raalte’s

experiences are still fresh and his
advice for other channel players is to
think more about the value of marketing: “Very few are using marketing in
an effective way. It is still a salesdriven market.”
Throughout all of the Dixons PR
work, the target audience was always
at the front of the mind, along with a
determination to associate PCWB and
Equanet with thought leadership.
Pushing offers and pedalling a commercial message might be a natural
reaction but, as van Raalte argues, in
the long-run it might not help position
a brand in quite the same way as a
more strategic approach could. ■
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community
readers’ letters

What can ‘Where’s Wally’ teach us about data visualisation?
Andy Cotgreave, senior data analyst, Tableau Software

Are you making a ‘Where’s Wally?’
puzzle of your data analysis? At
first, this might not seem like an
obvious question to ask, but think
about it. The challenge and enjoyment offered by Martin Handford’s
puzzles stem from scanning intricate
images, being visually tripped up by
puns and tricks, while painstakingly
searching for Wally. Looking for data
in a spreadsheet – a vast set of rows
and numbers – is a lot like searching
for Wally. So what are the lessons
we can learn?
There is a reason why Where’s
Wally? is so effective and enduringly
popular. The human brain is evolved
to use colour, shapes and patterns as
catalysts for cognitive recognition.
These originally enabled us to spot
threats in the environment; now they
enable us to spot trends and sequences in charts more easily. Where’s
Wally? puzzles play havoc with this
ability. They confuse the mind by
making everything in the images a
similar size, colour and shape. The
only way to find Wally is to look
closely at every element.
In Wally’s world this is fun, but
in the world of data analysis this
approach is time-consuming and
hugely frustrating. What’s surprising

is that in our working lives, spreadsheets and poorly designed charts
make Where’s Wally? puzzles out of
data. This is not an approach that is
conducive to making quick and informed business decisions.
Have those analysing spreadsheets
in offices forgotten to factor in the
simple facts of human evolution dictating how our minds work? Given
the option of finding insight in a
spreadsheet or an engaging and creative graphic, which one would you
choose? I know which I’d prefer!
Let’s think of our insightful data as
Wally himself. How could we make
him easier to find in row after row of

“Spreadsheets
and poorly
designed charts
make Where’s
Wally? puzzles
out of data”

uniformity? If the background was
made a light grey, and only Wally
was bright red, he would pop right
out of the page.
Along similar lines, imagine
for a moment a grid of numbers,
all in black and in an unvarying
layout. How long would it take you
to identify the number of nines
on the grid? It’s safe to say that it
would probably take five minutes
before you were certain. It would be
substantially easier and quicker if
the nines were in a different colour.
In both cases, contrasting colour acts
as a differentiator.
Colour is one of several preattentive attributes that aid the efficient
understanding of information.
Length, size and shape are also excellent for making important numbers
or themes stand out to our brains.
Imagine a conventional spreadsheet
displaying figures for business profit
and loss. The truth is that there is
really no need to conduct a Where’s
Wally? search of each individual
number to draw useful conclusions.
Data visualisation tools can be
deployed to use these attributes to
transform uniformity into an eyecatching image enabling users to
find the important values. Learning
and applying the rules of preattentive attributes is simple, and good
visualisation tools can leave our

brains to metaphorically sigh with
relief as a result! Remember, Where’s
Wally confuses us because there
are so many similar characteristics
combined.
Data visualisation software
provides analytics tools that liberate
users to transform complicated,
monotonous data spreadsheets into
effective visual representations.
Users can display data in a manner
that the human visual system can
quickly interpret.
So why make a Where’s Wally?
puzzle out of your data analysis
when a more visually enlightening
alternative is available to all? Visualisations designed with the visual
system in mind are catalysts to quick
business decisions, a creative communication of ideas and a liberation
of data trends. ■
› Send your letters and comments
to squicke@techtarget.com
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backchat
five-minute interview

Claire Macland
Avaya
MicroScope puts its questions to Claire
Macland, vice-president of go-to-market
and marketing EMEA at Avaya

And the worst film you have
ever seen?
Alvin and the Chipmunks – The
Squeakquel. Not only did I get dragged
to the first one, I also somehow ended
up watching the sequel as well.
What temptation can you not resist?
Definitely chocolate or cake. Actually
both.
What was your first car and how
does it compare with what you
drive now?
My first car was my first company car
– a white two-litre Ford Sierra. I was
over the moon! My current car is much
nicer, but could never beat that initial
excitement.
Who would you least like to be stuck
in a lift with? Why, what did they do?
Alvin and the Chipmunks (see above).
Mind you, at least they might be able
to scamper out of the top of the lift and
raise the alarm.
If you could be any animal for a day,
what would you be and why?
I would like to be something that can fly
and swim underwater, so it would have
to be a ‘loon’, which as well as being a
great walker, swimmer and flyer, has a
great name!
If you could have taken part in one
event at the Olympics, which would
you have chosen and why?
It would have to be something that
I could use after the Olympics, so I
would go for three-day eventing. That
would set me up for riding for the rest
of my life.

What do you do for a living?
I lead the go-to-market functions
across channels and marketing for
Avaya in EMEA.
Why are you the right person for
this job?
I love working on a hundred different
things at once and I always tend to
think about what technology can
do for businesses, partners and
consumers, rather than focusing on
the technology itself.
What gets you up in the morning?
An alarm clock set on full volume, my
kids, or a pressing deadline. I’m really
not a morning person.
What does the next five years hold
for the channel?
We will see a lot of change, that’s
for sure, but also a huge amount of
opportunity as the pace of innovation
quickens and people become
increasingly open to, and reliant on,
what technology can do for them and
for business.
Daily channel news at MicroScope.co.uk

What advice would you give to
someone starting out today in IT?
I would say try to stay customer-facing,
have goals for yourself and your career.
It is also important to learn from the
people around you.

bunch of games my kids have left open
which are draining the power.

Who helped you get to where
you are today?
A variety of people who were prepared
to give me a chance, who inspired me
or who were great leaders. One name
that springs to mind is Frank Slootman,
currently CEO of Service Now. He gave
me my first global role.

What goal do you have to achieve
before you die, and why?
I would like to see my kids happy,
healthy and living fulfilled lives –
whatever that means to them.

Tell us something most people do
not know about you
I used to be a C and C++ programmer.

What is the best or worst business
advice you have received and
from whom?
The best advice I have ever received
came from my father: “Treat people as
you would want to be treated.”

What would be your Desert
Island MP3s?
Some blasts from the past – The Clash,
the Cocteau Twins; something to inspire
exercise – The Chemical Brothers’
Block Rockin’ Beats; some quiet stuff
– Eva Cassidy, Moby, Air; and then
just some artists I like – Eminem, The
Streets, Ed Sheeran.

What is running on your smartphone?
Google Navigation (I have no sense of
direction), Twitter for news, Facebook
and LinkedIn for keeping in touch,
Spotify, Avaya one-X Mobile and a

What is the best book you have
ever read?
The Cellist of Sarajevo by Steven
Galloway is definitely one of my
favourites.

If you were facing awesome peril
and impossible odds, which real
or fictional person would you most
want on your side and why?
Jack Reacher, the 6ft 4in ex-military
cop from the Jack Reacher novels. He
always manages to get himself out of
a sticky situation. I couldn’t believe it
when Tom Cruise played the title role in
the film though.
And finally, a grizzly bear and a
silverback gorilla are getting ready
for a no-holds-barred rumble. Who is
your money on and why?
I don’t really care, so long as I am not
within striking distance. ■

› Click here to read more
five-minute interviews online
› Roger Walton, X-IO
› Martin Painter, NetSuite
› Richard Flanders, MTI
› Steve Boakes, Aspect Software
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